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This paper describes an innovative solution that allows a multimedia session
to be distributed over multiple devices that are in close proximity to a user.
This would typically be useful when a user engaged in an audio/video
conference enters a meeting room. Upon entering, all media session
components are transferred from the personal digital assistant (PDA) to the
projector, Hi-Fi set, and webcam present in the meeting room. When the user
leaves the room, all media session components are transferred back to the
PDA. Transferring parts of a multimedia session between different devices is
defined as partial session mobility (PSM). Numerous methods exist for PSM.
None of these methods is directly suitable for initiating PSM from a
dedicated network node such as an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
application server, but they do provide a starting point. Because of a number
of advantages in the invite-based method, this method is taken as a basis for
network-initiated PSM. This paper compares the existing methods, describes
the proposed network-initiated method to support PSM, and investigates
how to combine it with terminal-initiated PSM. It also describes how PSM
could be supported in IMS. © 2008 Alcatel-Lucent.

their mobile devices to communicate with colleagues

or customers. While having a video conference on a

mobile device, entering a conference room could trig-

ger a proposal for transferring the video to a big screen

located in that room. This proposal could typically be

shown on the mobile device of the user, and after the

user agrees, the video stream could be automatically

transferred to the big screen without any noticeable

interruption. The mobile device could also offer the

possibility to retrieve the video stream, for example,

when leaving the conference room.

Motivation
Recent developments in the Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) [14] standard on session mobility [16]

Introduction
The use of mobile devices has grown dramatically

in recent years, and they are now used daily by most

people in developed countries. The size of mobile

devices has shrunk, while the technical capabilities

have grown rapidly. For example, today mobile

devices support multiple network technologies as 

well as videoconferencing. The size of current power-

ful mobile devices also has a downside; the usability of

all these technical capabilities can be limited by the

small size.

Typical Use Case
A typical use case for spanning a session across

multiple devices can be envisioned in a business envi-

ronment where people use videoconferencing on
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aim to use auxiliary devices discovered in the vicinity

of the user to enhance ongoing multimedia sessions.

These developments focus specifically on terminal-

initiated transfer of multimedia stream endpoints to

other devices. The main goal of the work described

in this paper is to initiate such a transfer from a ded-

icated node in the network, in order to be able to sup-

port these transfers as a network service without

necessarily having to change all client devices.

Network-initiation can also be preferable because

terminal-initiated discovery of candidate devices and

transfers may prove quite complex in terms of pro-

cessing and (mobile) network usage. Additionally,

guest use of devices and associated privacy and charg-

ing could be easier for an operator since it already has

privacy and charging in place for other purposes.

Transferring media stream endpoints across devices

in a multimedia session is defined here as partial ses-

sion mobility. Network-initiated partial session mobil-

ity would typically be triggered by external events like

network-side discovery of nearby multimedia devices,

such as a big screen. To offer network-initiated trans-

fers of session parts as a service, the dedicated net-

work node would typically be an application server

(AS) when applied in the IP Multimedia Subsystem

(IMS), standardized by 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP*) [1] and 3GPP2 [3]. Since IMS is

aware of all available multimedia devices and could be

or become aware of their capabilities and location as

explained later in this paper, an application server is a

good candidate to initiate partial session mobility from

the network. Device discovery from the mobile device

is expected to consume more bandwidth, time, pro-

cessing and associated costs, and battery power con-

sumption.

Objectives
Since users may not always want to enhance their

multimedia sessions with additional devices, for

example, because they will not stay around the

devices for a long period of time, the user needs to

be involved in the decision to change session param-

eters. This involvement is guaranteed by first propos-

ing the session change to the mobile device. The

following information is assumed to be sufficient in

such a proposal:

• The media stream endpoint to be transferred,

• The device to transfer the stream endpoint to, and

• The media parameters to be used for the media

stream.

After a media stream endpoint has been trans-

ferred to another device, it is useful to enable its

transfer back to the originating mobile terminal, e.g.,

when the user starts moving. This transfer may be

initiated by either the dedicated network node or the

user. Since the user is more likely to know when to

stop using auxiliary devices in a session, it should also

be possible to initiate these transfers from the mobile

device. Alternatively, when a device that has been

added disconnects, the associated media stream end-

points are expected to be restored to the mobile

device.

Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms

3GPP—3rd Generation Partnership Project
3PCC—Third party call control
AS—Application server
B2BUA—Back-to-back user agent
CN—Correspondent node
DAIDALOS—Designing advanced network

interfaces for the delivery and administration
of location independent, optimized personal
services

Hi-Fi—High fidelity
IMS—IP Multimedia Subsystem
IP—Internet Protocol

LN—Local node
MDS—Multi-device system
MDSM—Multi-device system manager
MN—Mobile node
PDA—Personal digital assistant
PSM—Partial session mobility
SDP—Session Description Protocol
SIP—Session Initiation Protocol
SIP-UA—SIP user agent
SSC—Sub-session controller
URI—Uniform resource identifier
VCC—Voice call continuity
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To ease deployment of the functionality described

above, it is important that no upgrades of legacy SIP

clients are required for basic functionality.

The objectives described above can be summa-

rized as follows:

• Transfer of individual media stream endpoints to

other devices.

– Support for both network-initiated and

terminal- initiated transfer.

– User involvement in a network-initiated trans-

fer decision.

– Transferred media streams can be transferred

back to the mobile device.

– The initiator of the transfer should be able 

to influence the media parameters of the

transferred media stream.

• Compatibility with current SIP user agents 

(SIP-UAs).

• Robustness when involved nodes suddenly 

disconnect.

Structure of This Paper
This paper first introduces related technologies

and other background. Then the concepts behind par-

tial session mobility, and especially partial session

mobility initiated from the network, are explained.

After analysis of existing technologies, this paper then

introduces a new complementary method that sup-

ports network-initiated partial session mobility that

can be combined with terminal-initiated partial ses-

sion mobility.

Background and Related Work
A number of related methods for transferring part

of a session to another device and a number of

approaches for discovery of potential devices are

briefly described below.

Related Methods
As described by Shacham and his co-authors [16],

different techniques exist to enable session mobility in

SIP. The mobile node control mode uses third party

call control [13] to let the mobile node (MN)—that is,

the user terminal—coordinate the transfer of media

streams to another device. With this technique,

the mobile node stays in the signaling path, while the

media streams exist directly between both endpoints.

The session handoff mode uses SIP REFER [17] to

transfer the complete session to the other device. With

this technique, the mobile node does not stay in the

signaling path of the session and therefore cannot

retrieve the session directly using re-INVITEs.

Shacham [16] also describes how both the mobile

node control mode and the session handoff mode can

be used to transfer part of the media streams to

another device. The mobile node control mode uses

Session Description Protocol (SDP) [12] capabilities

to define different endpoints for each media stream.

The session handoff mode uses a multi-device system

(MDS), where the multi-device system manager

(MDSM) acts as a gateway for both SIP signaling and

media, distributing the media streams to different

devices.

Mani and Crespi [9] introduce a network-side

mobility server that acts as the MDSM in the session

handoff mode. They assert that the mobile node con-

trol mode is not acceptable in IMS because a trans-

ferred session will be controlled by a terminal which

is no longer involved in the session. This might be

true for full session mobility; however, the mobile

node could still be involved in the session (e.g., as

mediator in the session to change or aggregate the

session parts later, and as one of the possible media

endpoints), and it could be charged for the whole or

part of the session.

Within the DAIDALOS project [8, 15] another

method has been proposed to support the transfer of

certain media stream(s) to another device. The

DAIDALOS method also uses the REFER method [17],

extended with multiple refer [7]. With this method,

the mobile node sends a REFER message to the device

of the other user in the session, the correspondent

node (CN). This message contains references to the

different devices to be invited for a specific part of

the original session. This technique does not yet spec-

ify how the mobile node can indicate which part of

the original session must be transferred to what device.

A “mobility” SIP header is proposed by Peng in

[10]. This header contains the call-ID of the session

between the mobile node and correspondent node,

and information about the specific part of the session

that must be transferred. This method is also based

on REFER messages, but in contrast to the methods
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previously described, it uses a session-structure to cor-

relate the different sessions that the correspondent

node sets up with the additional devices to the session

between the correspondent node and mobile node.

On the network side, other mechanisms exist for

session transfer between a terminal’s IP and circuit

voice interface and are specified in the 3GPP voice

call continuity (VCC) standards [2]. These mecha-

nisms currently do not target usage of multiple

devices at each side of the session.

Finding Nearby Devices
Multiple solutions can be envisaged to discover

devices in the neighborhood [5] to enhance a session.

This discovery can be done from the mobile device,

from the candidate devices, or from within the net-

work. From a mobile device or candidate devices, this

would typically require short-range communication/

detection and/or presence information via the mobile

network. Within the network, presence information

enriched with physical location data could be used to

find capable devices in the neighborhood of the

mobile device. With the location and multimedia

capability of fixed multimedia devices available, the

actual location of the mobile device would be suffi-

cient to find candidate multimedia devices in the

neighborhood. Context information is more general

than presence and location information; Brok,

Vemuri, Meeuwissen, and Batteram [6] describe a

framework to utilize context information from various

sources in an IMS application server.

Concepts
This section explains the basic concepts behind

the ability to transfer a media stream endpoint to

another device and the ability to initiate these trans-

fers from a dedicated network node.

A basic SIP session entails a control session on the

control plane that defines and controls media session

endpoints on the data plane. Figure 1 shows how the

control session on the control plane and the media

session endpoints at the data plane are related to each

other for a typical audio/video session between a

mobile node and a correspondent node.

In SIP, a media stream endpoint (data plane) can

only change if the change is initiated from the control

plane. Figure 2 shows control sessions mediated 

by the mobile node that specify video streams

between the mobile node and correspondent node,

and an audio stream between the audio node and cor-

respondent node. This situation would typically occur

Control plane

Data plane

Control session

Mobile node

Media session (audio)

Media session (video)

Correspondent
node

Figure 1.
Concept of session.
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in the mobile node control mode method, where the

mobile node from Figure 2 sets up an additional con-

trol session with a newly involved audio node and

instructs the audio node and the correspondent node

to act as endpoints in the session. In other methods,

the correspondent node or additional nodes could act

as mediating node. The control session between the

mediating node and the additional node is from now

on called sub-session.

Besides mediation from the media endpoints, it

is also possible to start and manage the control ses-

sions via a dedicated network node that operates on

the control plane. The network node here is called

the sub-session controller (SSC), and it would typi-

cally act as a SIP back-to-back user agent (B2BUA).

Figure 3 shows how the sub-session controller would

be positioned within the control sessions. Before set-

ting up the sub-session between mobile node and

audio node, the sub-session controller would first

need to propose the transfer of the audio session end-

point from the mobile node to the audio node.

Evaluating Current Methods
As described in the background section, different

methods currently exist to initiate transferring ses-

sion endpoints from a mobile device to another

device, called a local node (LN). This section describes

the evaluation of these methods to find the most suit-

able method that could form the basis of a method

that supports partial session transfers initiated from

the user-terminal combined with network-initiated

partial session mobility.

The methods are evaluated against the objectives

stated in the Introduction. Additionally, separation of

concerns identifies a general guideline to keep solu-

tions simple by making sure certain logic is located

on the most appropriate place in the architecture.

Mobile Node Control Mode
Using this method, the mobile node stays in the

signaling path after the media stream(s) have been

transferred to another device. This has a number of

consequences:

• The MN can easily retrieve a media stream by

sending a re-INVITE message to the correspon-

dent node.

• The MN has direct influence on the body of the

media parameters of the transferred media

stream(s) because the MN actually sends the

INVITE message(s) to the local node(s).

• If a local node used in the session suddenly dis-

connects, the MN can change the session

Control plane

Control session Control session

Audio node

Media session (audio)

Media session (video)

Correspondent
node

Mobile node

Data plane

Figure 2.
Concept of partial session mobility.
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accordingly by issuing a re-INVITE message to

the CN.

• If the MN suddenly disconnects, the media

streams between CN and LNs remain in place

while the signaling path is broken. This means

these sessions cannot be closed properly.

Because this method uses third party call control

[13], it is also possible to let the sub-session controller

manage the sessions and sub-sessions of the MN. In

this case, the SSC must be located in the signaling

path of these sessions. Also, because the mobile node

control mode is based on existing functionality of SIP,

no additional extensions are necessary.

Session Handoff Mode
Using this method, the MN does not stay in the

signaling path, but the whole session is transferred 

to the multi-device system manager. This has the

following consequences:

• The MN cannot simply send a re-INVITE message

to the CN to retrieve the session; it can only “ask”

the MDSM, using a nested REFER message [18],

if it wants to transfer the streams back.

• The MN does not control the media parameters of

the media stream that is transferred to the LN

because it cannot indicate this in the REFER mes-

sage that is being sent to the MDSM.

• In case the MN suddenly disconnects after ses-

sion transfer to the MDSM, the media streams

that are not located on the MN will continue to

exist; however, the user cannot stop the session.

If the MDSM suddenly disconnects, the user is

also not able to retrieve the streams, because a

nested REFER message has to be sent to the

MDSM to do so.

• When the mobile node suddenly disconnects after

a media stream has been transferred, the signaling

path would not be broken, meaning the CN or

MDSM could close the session properly. On the

other hand, if the MDSM suddenly disconnects,

even if the MN is still connected, the signaling

path would be broken.

Control plane

Audio node

Media session (audio)

Media session (video)

Correspondent
node

Mobile node

Data plane

Control sessionControl session

Sub-session controller

Figure 3.
Concept of network-initiated partial session mobility.
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A dedicated network node could send a REFER

message to the MSDM, to let it replace the session

between the CN and MN. With this mechanism, the

dedicated node that initiates the transfer should be

authorized to let the MSDM replace the session.

Multiple Refer
In contrast with the session handoff mode, in the

multiple refer method, the CN is the node combining

related sessions instead of the MDSM. The MN uses a

REFER message to let the CN transfer a media stream

to another node. Using REFER messages, the MN can-

not prescribe the content of the INVITE message,

meaning the MN has no control over the media

parameters.

Because the MN is not in the signaling path of

the created sub-sessions, it does not have all the infor-

mation necessary to decide when it must transfer

which stream to what device. However, it could initi-

ate a partial session transfer to retrieve a media stream

back to the MN, for which it would use a REFER mes-

sage with a replace header. This way the MN is also

able to retrieve a media stream.

As with the session handoff mode, another node

besides the MN could send the REFER message to the

CN; however, this node would need the call-ID of 

the session between the CN and MN. If this node does

have access to this information, network-initiated par-

tial session transfer is possible.

With this method, the correspondent node con-

tains the intelligence to relate a session with the sub-

sessions needed for a service provided by the media

node. However, ideally, the CN should not be con-

trolling a partial session transfer requested by the MN,

due to separation of concerns. Because the CN sets

up the sub-session with the LNs, it would be hard to

relate both volume- and signaling-based [11] sub-

session charging to the MN.

In addition, when the MN suddenly disconnects

after a media stream has been transferred, the part

that has been transferred can be closed properly

because the MN is not located in the signaling path of

the session between the CN and LNs.

Mobility Header
As with the multiple refer method, in the mobil-

ity header method, the CN is the node that combines

the different sessions together. However, with this

method the MN sends a REFER message to the LN if

it wants the LN to take over a media stream.

Peng [10] does not explicitly define how retrieval

works; however, a media stream that has already been

transferred can be retrieved because it has an ongoing

session with the CN. This session can be “re-activated”

with a re-INVITE message.

Because all involved nodes should support the

mobility header, support for partial session mobil-

ity for the MN depends on the capabilities of the

CN and involved LNs. Just as with the multiple

refer method, the MN does not have control of 

the actual media parameters of the transferred

media stream.

With respect to separation of concerns, for this

method, as well as the multiple refer method, ideally

the CN should not be saddled with controlling the trans-

fer of a media stream to another device. The REFER

message sent to the LN by the MN to transfer a

media stream could also be sent by a SSC. When it is

necessary to close the session between the CN and

MN, the SSC should be able to act as a B2BUA in

the session.

Because the CN is the central node between the

sessions, it is the weakest link with respect to robust-

ness. At the moment the CN suddenly disconnects,

the MN has no direct influence on the session

between the CN and the local devices, although the

MN might have to pay for those sessions. As with 

the multiple refer method, it also would be hard to

relate charging of the sub-sessions to the MN.

Recommendation
The previous four sections described the advan-

tages and disadvantages of the methods currently

available to execute partial session mobility using 

SIP, based on the objectives mentioned in the

Introduction. The following short list shows the eval-

uation criteria:

1. Potential to support network-initiated partial ses-

sion transfers,

2. Transfer of a media stream back to the user

device,

3. Control of the media parameters by the initiator,

4. Robustness,
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5. Compatibility with SIP-UAs that do not explicitly

support the method, and

6. Separation of concerns.

Table I contains the evaluation results of the dif-

ferent methods compared with each other. When the

evaluation criteria all have equal priority, this leads

to the conclusion that the “mobile node control”

mode is the most promising method to use.

The session handoff mode, multiple refer method,

and mobility header method all use REFER messages

to execute a partial session transfer, while the mobile

node control mode uses re-INVITE messages. The

REFER based messages have the disadvantage of not

having the ability for the initiator of the partial session

transfer to prescribe the exact SDP body that should

be offered to the LNs. Another problem that occurs in

almost all methods that use REFER messages is that a

partial session transfer cannot be undone after a node

transfers a media stream, because the MN is no longer

directly involved in the session that contains the

transferred media stream. However, with the mobility

header method, the original media stream can be set

up again, though full retrieval of the stream is not yet

supported.

Both the multiple refer and mobility header

methods involve the CN in a partial session transfer

that is being executed for the benefit of the MN. With

respect to separation of concerns, this is far from ideal.

In the mobile node control mode, the CN is not

involved in the partial session transfer on the control

layer. Besides this, the mobile node control mode and

the session handoff mode both do not need an exten-

sion of SIP.

Proposed Method for Network-Initiated Partial
Session Mobility

The sub-session controller in the network must

be able to start sessions on behalf of nodes and inter-

pret sessions between nodes. Therefore, the SSC must

implement B2BUA functionality [14]. A B2BUA can

participate in multiple sessions and connect them by

acting on behalf of the end nodes.

Integration with IMS
To ensure that the SSC can offer its services to a

specific MN, it must be located in the signaling path of

all sessions the MN has with other nodes. In IMS, an

application server can be positioned in the signaling

path of sessions and would therefore be the logical

place to position the SSC.

The SSC itself is only able to propose and exe-

cute partial session transfers; reasoning logic is pro-

posed in the network to determine when to transfer

which stream to what device. For this reasoning 

logic, which is not the focus of this paper, geograph-

ical location and presence information (context infor-

mation) of the mobile node and candidate local nodes

are expected to be necessary. Figure 4 shows how

the SSC and context-reasoning node could be inte-

grated in IMS, re-using a model described in [6].

Basically, the context reasoning node in the SSC can

use a subscribe mechanism to be notified about the

location changes of the client device (from its pres-

ence user agent, or a network-side user-location

mechanism through a presence external agent) and

match it with the known capabilities and location of

the fixed devices, and optionally, also other mobile

Table I.  Evaluation results.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Mobile node control � � � � � �

Session handoff � � � � � �

Multiple refer � � � � � �

Mobility header � � � � � �

� Yes, fully fulfilled
� Partially fulfilled/fulfilled with issues
� No, not fulfilled
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devices for which location and capabilities can be

tracked.

Method Overview
Proposing and initiating a partial session transfer

involves a number of steps. Figure 5 shows the mes-

sage sequence diagram for this method. The method

assumes an ongoing session between the CN and MN

(message 1). In message 2 through message 4, the SSC

proposes a partial session transfer to the MN, which is

accepted by the MN. In message 5 through message 8,

the SSC uses third party call control to invite the LN to

send audio to the CN. In message 9 through message

12, the MN is invited to stop sending audio to the CN.

In message 13 through message 17, the SSC invites

the CN to start sending audio to the LN instead of 

to the MN, without changing the video stream. The

sections following provide further details.

Proposing a Partial Session Transfer
As described previously, the SSC should propose

a partial session transfer to the MN. The solution illus-

trated in Figure 5 uses an INVITE message (message 2)

sent by the SSC to the MN on behalf of the CN. This

INVITE message contains the method “pst-control” in

the required header.

This required header implies that the receiver of

the message is only allowed to process the message 

if it supports that extension; if not, it should respond

with a 420 (bad extension) response. When the SSC

receives a 420 response, it knows the MN does not sup-

port the extension, and the SSC could apply user pref-

erences in order to decide what to do next. Figure 6
illustrates the sequence of events when user prefer-

ences prescribe to continue with a partial session trans-

fer after a 420 response, as indicated in message 3. 

As can be seen, the SSC continues the partial session

transfer (message 5 through message 17) as in Figure 5

even after the MN replies with a 420 response.

As illustrated in Figure 5, at message 3, the MN

responds with a 200 (OK) response to indicate

accepted partial session transfer by the MN. When the

MN does not accept the transfer, it delivers a 603

(decline) response, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Information About the Transfer in the Proposal
The proposal issued in INVITE (message 2) con-

tains information in an SDP body, to support the user

decision whether or not to proceed with the proposed

transfer (as described in the Introduction). This SDP

body, however, should not be interpreted as usual in

Context
reasoning nodePresence service

SUBSCRIBE
NOTIFY

Presence
external
agent

Presence
user

agent

Client device

S-CSCF, HSS

IMS session
control layer

SIP

Presence
external
agent

PUBLISHPUBLISHPUBLISH

S-CSCF—Serving CSCF
SIP—Session Initiation Protocol
SSC—Sub-session controller

CSCF—Call session control function
HSS—Home subscriber server
IMS—IP Multimedia Subsystem
IP—Internet Protocol

Transport
network

Sub-session
Controller

Figure 4.
SSC integration in context framework for IMS.
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a normal negotiation [12]; it has another meaning as

will be described below.

In SIP [14], a media stream is defined by the com-

bination of the SDPs of each endpoint of the session,

and each endpoint has its own “view” of the media

session defined in the corresponding SDP. The SDP

body in INVITE (message 2) contains the proposed

session description to be sent to the CN. The MN can

compare each media description in this SDP body

with the corresponding media description in the SDP

body that was last sent to the CN for setting up or

changing the session.

Since the IP-address and/or port number changes

when doing partial session transfer, the media

description in the proposal changes accordingly. This

enables the MN to recognize the stream to be trans-

ferred, and possibly the changed media parameters,

based on the changed media description. Because the

SDP does not include a SIP uniform resource identi-

fier (URI) to identify the device the stream is being

transferred to, the new header “pst-to” is added to

the proposing INVITE message (message 2) which

contains it. Figure 5 also shows this header in the

comment at message 2.

Mobile node

required: pst-control
pst-to: AN@example.com

pst-call-id: 123456@SSC.example.com

SDP:
Audio ----> AN
Video ----> MN

SDP:
Audio -X-> CN
Video ----> CN

SDP:
Audio ----> CN

AN—Audio node
CN—Correspondent node
MN—Mobile node

Audio nodeCorrespondent node Sub-session controller

MN uses user-interaction
to decide about allowing
the transfer of the audio

to AN@example.com

SDP:
Audio ----> AN
Video ----> MN

1. (RTP) audio � video

12. (RTP) audio

17. (RTP) audio

16. (RTP) audio

2. (Re-) INVITE

8. (RTP) audio

14. OK

13. (Re-)INVITE

15. ACK

9. (Re-) INVITE

10. OK

11. ACK

3. OK

4. ACK

5. INVITE (SDP: none)

6. OK

7. ACK

Start media stream

Stop media stream

RTP—Real Time Transport Protocol
SDP—Session Description Protocol

Figure 5.
Overview of the proposed method.
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Retrieve or Move an Already Transferred 
Media Stream

After the SSC or MN has executed a partial ses-

sion transfer, it must be possible to transfer it again,

back to the MN or to another LN. A network-initiated

partial session transfer is only possible after a termi-

nal-initiated transfer when the SSC correctly inter-

preted the signaling between the MN and other

nodes. A terminal-initiated partial session transfer

after a network-initiated partial session transfer is

more complicated, because the MN does not yet have

an explicit session with the specified LN. During the

network-initiated partial session transfer, the SSC did

set up a session with the LN on behalf of the MN,

but the MN was not involved in the session setup

and does therefore not know the call-ID of this 

session.

Because of this, the new pst-call-ID header is

contained in the proposal INVITE message, with the

call-ID. This new header is also illustrated in Figure 5

in the comment at message 2. With this call-ID, the

MN can close or change the session with the LN when

it wants to. The SSC contains the logic to make sure

SIP messages sent with this call-ID are delivered at

the LN. Figure 8 illustrates the situation where the

MN retrieves the media stream (message 3 through

message 7) and closes the sub-session with the LN

(message 8 through message 10).

Mobile node

required: pst-control
pst-to: AN@example.com

pst-call-id: 123456@SSC.example.com

SDP:
Audio ----> AN
Video ----> MN

SDP:
Audio -X-> CN
Video ----> CN

SDP:
Audio ----> CN

AN—Audio node
CN—Correspondent node
MN—Mobile node

Audio nodeCorrespondent node Sub-session controller

MN does not understand
the required method

'pst-control'

SSC uses the
user-preferences
to determine if it
should proceed

with the proposed
partial session transfer

SDP:
Audio ----> AN
Video ----> MN

1. (RTP) audio � video

8. (RTP) audio

12. (RTP) audio

17. (RTP) audio

16. (RTP) audio

2. (Re-) INVITE

9. (Re-)INVITE

14. OK

13. (Re-) INVITE

15. ACK

10. OK

11. ACK

3. Bad extension

4. ACK

5. INVITE (SDP: none)

6. OK

7. ACK

RTP—Real Time Transport Protocol
SDP—Session Description Protocol
SSC—Sub-session controller

Start media stream

Stop media stream

Figure 6.
The MN does not support the extension.
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Managing Sub-Sessions
In both network-initiated and terminal-initiated

partial session mobility, sub-sessions are set up

between the mobile node and the local nodes. This

section describes which component is responsible for

dealing with these sub-sessions and in what situation.

The basic principle for managing sub-sessions is that

the node (MN or SSC) that last changed a sub-session

is responsible for the sub-session. For example, when

the MN sends a re-INVITE to the CN after a network-

initiated partial session transfer, the SSC would be

responsible for making corresponding changes to the

sub-sessions with the LNs when the MN did not change

the sub-sessions. Since the MN can only change sub-

sessions when it initiates them or when it supports

the pst-control extension, the SSC can easily deduce

1. (RTP) audio � video

2. (Re-)INVITE

3. Decline

4. ACK

AN—Audio node
MN—Mobile node

Mobile node Audio nodeCorrespondent node Sub-session controller

required: pst-control
pst-to: AN@example.com

pst-call-id: 123456@SSC.example.com

SDP:
Audio ----> AN
Video ----> MN

MN uses user-interaction
to decide about allowing
the transfer of the audio

to AN@example.com

RTP—Real Time Transport Protocol
SDP—Session Description Protocol

Mobile node

1. (RTP) video

2. (RTP) audio

3. (Re-) INVITE

4. OK

5. ACK

10. (RTP) audio

9. OK

SDP:
Audio ----> MN
Video ----> MN

6. (RTP) audio

7. (RTP) audio

8. Bye

MN—Mobile node
SDP—Session Description Protocol
RTP—Real Time Transport Protocol

Audio nodeCorrespondent node Sub-session controller

Call-Id: 123456@SSC.example.com

Start media stream

Stop media stream

Figure 7.
User declines the proposed partial session transfer.

Figure 8.
Transfer back a media-stream.
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when it is responsible for sub-sessions with the

following rules:

• When MN supports pst-control

– The node that made the last change to an

individual sub-session is responsible for that

sub-session. So, after a network-initiated

partial session transfer, the SSC is responsible

for the involved sub-session until the MN

changes that sub-session.

– This also means that if the MN is responsible for

an individual sub-session, and if it does change

the session with the CN, it should also make sure

the sub-session with the LN is still consistent

with the session between the MN and CN.

– When the MN closes or changes a sub-

session, it is responsible for changing the

session with the CN accordingly.

• When the MN does not support pst-control:

– When an MN supports terminal-initiated

partial session mobility, the node that last

changed a sub-session is responsible for that

sub-session. This means that the MN is no

longer responsible for an initiated sub-session,

once the SSC modifies it.

– When an MN does not support terminal-

initiated partial session mobility, the SSC

needs to make sure that the sub-session(s)

remain consistent when the MN changes

something in the session with the CN.

Please note that the combination of partial ses-

sion mobility with full session mobility is not yet con-

sidered. Thus, one known issue with the rules above

is a session transfer from an MN that does support

the pst-extension to one that does not.

As described earlier, the “mobile node control”

mode does have a problem related to robustness at

the moment the MN suddenly disconnects while one

of the media streams has already been transferred to

another device. In this situation, the media stream

involved continues to exist, and the user is not able to

use his mobile terminal to stop the media stream. In

this case, the user should use the LN interface to stop

the stream. With the solution described here, the SSC

is always involved in all sub-sessions related to the

MN. Therefore, the SSC could easily stop all related

sub-session activity when it is notified of a discon-

nection of the MN.

Validation
The sub-session controller was prototyped in

order to validate the following aspects of network-

initiated partial session mobility [4]:

• Proposing a partial session transfer to the user

terminal.

• Executing the network initiated partial session

transfer.

• Re-transfer of an already transferred media

stream (also back to the mobile node).

• Controlling the media parameters of the trans-

ferred media stream.

• Compatibility with current SIP-UAs that do not

support the extensions introduced in this paper.

• Minimizing the disruption of the media stream

(theoretical approach).

After partial session transfers were proposed

and accepted by the mobile node, the prototyped

sub-session controller could successfully transfer

media stream endpoints multiple times between a

number of local nodes including the mobile device.

Measurements and analysis indicated that a full-

fledged SSC would not influence the continuity of

the multimedia streaming because it would apply

“make before break.” This streaming continuity

would be mainly affected by a) the time it takes a

particular SIP UA to process SIP messages and ini-

tiate streaming and b) network-level delays of both

signaling and streams.

Conclusions and Future Research
This paper describes a network node that can

initiate partial session mobility in order to span a

multimedia session across multiple devices. Major

challenges involved finding a method that keeps the

user informed and in control, that works together with

terminal-initiated partial session mobility, and that has

(limited) support for legacy SIP user agents. To over-

come these challenges, the most appropriate terminal-

initiated method was modified to be applied from

within the signaling session between session peers

while still allowing terminal initiation and extended to
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allow user awareness and control. SIP UAs that do not

support the extension could use a user profile setting

to indicate when to pursue a transfer.

The validation of the prototyped sub-session con-

troller shows that the network-initiated partial ses-

sion mobility method described in this paper works

in practice and indicated continuity of multimedia

streaming in real deployment of the method.

For future research, validation of the combination

of terminal- and network-initiated partial session

mobility is needed, for which a SIP UA needs to be

extended with terminal-initiated partial session mobil-

ity and the proposed SIP extension. Other interesting

research topics include scalability, combination with

user mobility, merging voice call continuity with the

proposed method, adding broadcast and multicast

streams to an existing SIP session, and supporting

group sessions for multicast group setup and switching

between unicast, multicast, and/or a conference server.
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